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The “Error” in the Indian “Taylor Series Approximation” to the Sine
Kim Plofker
Dibner Institute for the History of Science and Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
It has been repeatedly noted, but not discussed in detail, that certain so-called “third-order Taylor
series approximations” found in the school of the medieval Keralese mathematician Ma¯dhava are
inaccurate. That is, these formulas, unlike the other series expansions brilliantly developed by Ma¯dhava
and his followers, do not correspond exactly to the terms of the power series subsequently discovered
in Europe, by whose name they are generally known. We discuss a Sanskrit commentary on these
rules that suggests a possible derivation explaining this discrepancy, and in the process re-emphasize
that the Keralese work on such series was rooted in geometric approximation rather than in analysis
per se. C© 2001 Elsevier Science (USA)
Es ist mehrfach festgestellt bisher aber nicht ausfu¨hrlich diskutiert worden, daß einige sogenan-
nte Taylor-reihenna¨herungswerte dritter Ordnung, die in der mittelalterlichen Schule keralesischen
Ma¯dhava gefunden werden, ungenau sind. Das heißt, diesc Formeln sind den Termen der Potenzreihe,
die spa¨ter in Europa entwickelt wurde und unter dem Namen Taylorreihe bekannt ist, nicht a¨quivalent,
im Gegensatz zu den anderen Entwicklungen von Reihen, die gla¨nzend von Ma¯dhava und seinen
Nachfolgern entwickelt werden. Wir behandeln einen Sanskritkommentar zu den Regeln, der eine
mo¨gliche Herleitung suggeriert, die diese Diskrepanz erkla¨rt. Dabei betonen wir nochmals, daß die
keralesische Arbeit u¨ber solche Reihen eher in geometrischen Na¨herungen als in der Analysis an sich
ihre Wurzeln hat. C© 2001 Elsevier Science (USA)
MSC subject classification: 01A32.
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INTRODUCTION
Some 26 years ago, R. C. Gupta published a description of an ingenious 15th-century
Sanskrit approximation rule for the sine function, apparently originating in the well-known
school of Ma¯dhava in Kerala, that is identical to its third-order Taylor series expan-
sion except in having a 4 rather than a 6 in the denominator of its third-order term
[Gupta 1974]. He noted there that similar sine approximations identical to the first-order
and second-order Taylor series expansions were also known in India before this time
[Gupta 1969].
Gupta did not conclude from this discovery that the concepts of Taylor polynomials and
their limits, derivatives of arbitrary order, or similar fundamental ideas of 18th-century dif-
ferential calculus were part of the Kerala school’s approach to sine approximations several
centuries earlier. But in the time since his article appeared, several historians have used
his term “Taylor series approximations” without any caveats in brief references to these
rules (see, for example, [Joseph 1991, 288–293]), causing some readers to wonder whether
and how the general Taylor series fits into medieval Indian trigonometry, and why its
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Indian users incorrectly substituted a 4 for a 6 in its fourth term. This article suggests a
reconstruction of the development of the Sanskrit formulas more in keeping with what is
known about the mathematical methods of the Kerala school: it relies on geometric ap-
proximation rather than on the tools of analysis, and incidentally explains where the 4
came from. A hitherto overlooked variation suggested by a later commentator is also dis-
cussed.
THE SECOND-ORDER RULE AND ITS HISTORY
The earliest extant occurrence of both the second-order and third-order “Taylor series”
approximations is apparently in the work of Ma¯dhava’s student Parames´vara in the early 15th
century (see Fig. 1 for a brief pedagogical genealogy of these and some other members of
this school; additional information about each of them can be found in [Pingree 1970–1994].
This work of Parames´vara, the Siddha¯ntadı¯pika¯, is a supercommentary on the ninth-century
commentary of Govindasva¯min on the seventh-century Maha¯bha¯skarı¯ya of Bha¯skara I, but
contains a number of digressions on various discoveries of Ma¯dhava and his successors).
FIGURE 1
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Both of these rules provide approximations of the Sine and Cosine1 of the sum of some
tabulated arc θn (whose Sine and Cosine are known from the Sine-table) and a residual
angle θ . Parames´vara’s verbal formulation of his first rule (interspersed here with brief
translations into modern notation) is as follows [Gupta 1969, 95].
The residual arc [θ ] divided by the Radius, and multiplied by the Cosine resulting from the middle
of the residual arc, becomes the Sine[-portion] at that residual arc. In the same way, the residual arc
divided by the Radius, and multiplied by the Sine resulting from the middle of the residual arc, becomes
the Cosine[-portion] at that residual arc.
This gives us expressions for the differences between the Sine and Cosine of the tabulated
angle and those of the given angle:
Sin(θn + θ ) − Sin θn ≈ Cos
(
θn + θ2
)
· θ
R
,
(1)
Cos θn − Cos(θn + θ ) ≈ Sin
(
θn + θ2
)
· θ
R
.
But these depend upon the values of the Sine and Cosine from the “middle of the resid-
ual arc,” i.e., the “medial arc” θn + (θ/2). Those values are at present unknown, but
Parames´vara goes on to explain how to approximate them:
The rule for the Sine and Cosine produced together from half of the residual arc is stated [thus]: Divide
by the Radius the Sine that is produced from the end of the [tabulated] arc [θn] and multiplied by half
the residual arc. The Cosine produced from the end of the [tabulated] arc, diminished by that quotient,
becomes [the Cosine] produced from half of the residual arc. Divide by the Radius the half of the residual
arc multiplied by that Cosine [produced from the end of the tabulated arc]. The Sine produced from the
end of the [tabulated] arc, increased by that quotient, is the Sine produced from half of the residual arc.
In other words,
Cos
(
θn + θ2
)
≈ Cos θn − Sin θn · θ2R ,
(2)
Sin
(
θn + θ2
)
≈ Sin θn + Cos θn · θ2R .
And thus the two Sine-portions are computed in turn by means of the Sines produced from the middle
of the residual arc. And the two of those [Sin θn and Cos θn], corrected by the Sine-portions, become
the correct [Sine and Cosine for (θn + θ )], by [this] easy method.
That is, combining Eq. (1) and (2) gives
Sin(θn + θ ) ≈ Sin θn + Cos θn
(
θ
R
)
− Sin θn
2
(
θ
R
)2
,
(3)
Cos(θn + θ ) ≈ Cos θn − Sin θn
(
θ
R
)
− Cos θn
2
(
θ
R
)2
.
1 These capitalized trigonometric functions represent their modern equivalents scaled to the non-unity trigono-
metric radius R, which is here taken to be 3438, or approximately the circumference of the circle in arc-minutes
(21600) divided by 2π .
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Note that since angles are here conventionally expressed in minutes, and the length of the
radius R is considered to be 360 × 60 minutes divided by 2π , the effect of dividing θ
by R is to convert it to radian measure. So converting, and dividing out a factor of R in
every term, we may rewrite Eq. (3) in terms of modern trigonometric functions of angles
in radians:
sin(θn + θ ) ≈ sin θn + cos θn · (θ ) − sin θn2 · (θ )
2,
(4)
cos(θn + θ ) ≈ cos θn − sin θn · (θ ) − cos θn2 · (θ )
2.
Comparing these expressions to the definition of the second-order Taylor polynomial P2
for a function f (θn + θ ),
P2(θn + θ ) = f (θn) + f ′(θn)(θ ) + 12! f
′′(θn)(θ )2, (5)
we see that indeed they are precisely the same.
Exactly equivalent rules, although differently expressed, are explicitly ascribed by
Parames´vara’s son’s student Nı¯lakan
.
t
.
ha in two of his works ( ¯Aryabhat
.
ı¯yabha¯s
.
ya 2, 12,
and Tantrasan˙graha 2, 10–14 ab) to Parames´vara’s teacher Ma¯dhava [Gupta 1969, 92–95].
Since Parames´vara too attributes these rules to “others,” it seems reasonable to conclude
that it was indeed Ma¯dhava himself who discovered them.
THE THIRD-ORDER RULE AND ITS “ERROR”
After stating the above rules Parames´vara immediately goes on to propose a refinement
of them, which may or may not be due to Ma¯dhava; it is apparently not mentioned in any
later works of the Kerala school. He says [Gupta 1974, 288]:
Now this [further] method is set forth. The Radius divided by the residual arc is the “divisor.” One
should again set down the Sine and Cosine from the end of the past [tabulated] arc. Subtract from the
Cosine half the quotient from dividing by the divisor the Sine added to half the quotient from dividing
the Cosine by the divisor. Divide that [difference] by the divisor; the quotient becomes the corrected
Sine-portion.
This produces a new expression for the Sine-difference defined earlier by the expression
in Eq. (1):
Sin(θn + θ ) − Sin θn ≈
(
Cos θn −
(
Sin θn + Cos θn · θ2R
)
· θ
2R
)
· θ
R
. (6)
The Sine at the end of the [tabulated] arc, increased by that, is the desired Sine produced from the [given]
arc. And the Cosine-portion results likewise from reversing the Sines and Cosines.
So we can rearrange the terms of Eq. (6) and “reverse the Sines and Cosines” to create
its Cosine equivalent, resulting in new formulations for the desired Sine and Cosine as
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follows:
Sin(θn + θ ) ≈ Sin θn + Cos θn
(
θ
R
)
− Sin θn
2
(
θ
R
)2
− Cos θn
4
(
θ
R
)3
,
(7)
Cos(θn + θ ) ≈ Cos θn − Sin θn
(
θ
R
)
− Cos θn
2
(
θ
R
)2
+ Sin θn
4
(
θ
R
)3
.
But if we were to rewrite these in terms of modern functions and compare them with the
third-order Taylor polynomial,
P3(θn + θ ) = f (θn) + f ′(θn)(θ ) + 12! f
′′(θn)(θ )2 + 13! f
′′′(θn)(θ )3, (8)
we would see that in fact, the factor in the final term is wrong: the 4 ought to be a 3! = 6,
just as Gupta pointed out.
THE PROPOSED RECONSTRUCTION OF THE APPROXIMATION RULES
This mistake is, as far as I can see, inexplicable if we assume that Ma¯dhava or Parames´vara
was thinking in terms of the general Taylor series or anything like it (and, as we have seen
from the translations, none of Parames´vara’s statements necessitates such an assumption).
But it makes perfect sense if we examine the geometry of the line segments represented by
his formulas. We begin this examination with a hint from Nı¯lakan
.
t
.
ha’s commentator (and
student) ´San˙kara in his discussion of a rule given by Nı¯laka
.
n
.
tha in the Tantrasan˙graha
immediately after the verses containing the formula of Eq. (3). Prescribing a way to find
the arc-portion θ if the Sine of θn + θ is known—in other words, inverting the previous
problem of finding the non-tabulated Sine when the arc-portion is known—Nı¯laka
.
n
.
tha says
(Tantrasan˙graha 2, 14 cd–15 ab [Pillai 1958, 21]):
The divisor [derived] from the sum of the Cosines is divided by the difference of the two given Sines.
The Radius multiplied by 2 is divided by that [result]. That is the difference of the arcs.
That is, given the Sines and Cosines of both arcs θn and θn + θ , the difference of the
arcs is expressed by
θ ≈ 2RCos θn + Cos(θn + θ )
Sin(θn + θ ) − Sin θn
. (9)
After glossing the verse, ´San˙kara’s commentary goes on to explain [Pillai 1958, 21–22]:
Here, where the divisor should be made from the Cosine of the medial arc [i.e., “half the residual arc,”
(θn + θ/2)], it is said [to be made] with the sum of the Cosines of both full [arcs], by assuming that
that [sum] equals twice the medial Cosine. But in reality, the sum of the Cosines of the two full [arcs] is
somewhat less than twice the medial Cosine. Because of the deficiency of that divisor, the result of that
[is] somewhat too big. But actually, that is what is desired: for that result is really the chord [of θ ], which
is a little less than its arc, so the arc is what is desired. So an excess of the result is [in fact] right. And the
radius is said to be doubled because of the doubling of the Cosine forming the divisor. Again, as a rule
there is equality of the Chord and its arc. Thus the determination of the Sine [and arc] is called accurate.
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FIGURE 2
´San˙kara thus claims that the rule in Eq. (9) is at first appearance a little inaccurate because
Cos θn + Cos(θn + θ ) < 2Cos(θn + θ/2). This implies that a more correct expression
for θ ought to be
θ ≈ 2R2Cos(θn + θ/2)
Sin(θn + θ ) − Sin θn
, (10)
which is simply a rearrangement of the Sine-difference rule in Eq. (1).
Why would the approximation in Eqs. (10) and (1) be considered more correct than the
one in Eq. (9) if we overlook the fact that the chord of θ “is a little less than its arc”? The
answer is evident if we consider the sides representing these quantities in the two shaded
triangles in Fig. 2. If we take the hypotenuse of the smaller triangle, which is the Chord of
θ , to be equivalent to θ itself, then a little geometry confirms that both are right triangles
with one acute angle equal to θn + θ/2, so they are similar:
Sin(θn + θ ) − Sin θn
θ
≈ Cos(θn + θ/2)
R
, (11)
which is the same as Eq. (10) or Eq. (1). So this expression for the Sine-difference is indeed
accurate, up to the equality of the small arc θ and its Chord, as is the corresponding
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FIGURE 3
equation for the Cosine-difference:
Cos θn − Cos(θn + θ )
θ
≈ Sin(θn + θ/2)
R
. (12)
As it turns out, the other steps in constructing the “Taylor series” rules can also be
simply represented by exploiting the similarity, or near-similarity, of right triangles in this
way. (Henceforth we will focus on the reconstruction for the Cosine instead of repeating
every step for both quantities.) Consider another pair of shaded triangles in Fig. 3; if we
again assume that the small arc (θ/2 in this case) is equal to its Chord, we see that their
corresponding acute angles differ only by the small amount of θ/4. So we can express
their near-similarity by writing
Cos θn − Cos(θn + θ/2)
θ/2
≈ Sin θn
R
, (13)
which is exactly the same as Parames´vara’s rule for the medial Cosine from Eq. (2). Because
the angle θn + θ/4 of the smaller right triangle is slightly bigger than θn , the opposite
side (i.e., the difference between the tabulated and medial Cosines) will be somewhat too
big for the proportion; but since taking the length of the arc θ/2 in place of its Chord is
a slight exaggeration too, it tends to correct the former exaggeration (or as ´San˙kara might
say, “an excess of the result is in fact right”). Thus the second-order Cosine rule produced
from the combination of (11) and (13), or equivalently of (1) and (2), is validated by their
geometrical interpretation.
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FIGURE 4
Yet another pair of nearly-similar figures—the shaded triangles in Fig. 4—justifies
Parames´vara’s next step in refining his approximation. Again, these right triangles (let-
ting the small arc stand in for its Chord, as usual) differ in their corresponding acute angles
only by θ/4, so we again take them to be approximately similar:
Cos(θn + θ/2)
R
≈ Sin(θn + θ/2) − Sin θn
θ/2
. (14)
Combining these three relations into one will then give us a new formula for the desired
Cosine. First writing
Cos(θn + θ ) ≈ Cos θn − Sin(θn + θ/2) · θR from (12),
and substituting for the medial Sine
Sin(θn + θ/2) ≈ Sin θn + Cos(θn + θ/2) · θ2R from (14),
in which we have substituted for the medial Cosine
Cos(θn + θ/2) ≈ Cos θn − Sin θn · θ2R from (13),
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we get
Cos(θn + θ ) ≈ Cos θn − Sin θn ·
(
θ
R
)
− Cos θn ·
(
θ
R
) (
θ
2R
)
+ Sin θn ·
(
θ
R
) (
θ
2R
) (
θ
2R
)
, (15)
which is exactly Parames´vara’s “third-order Taylor series” Cosine approximation in Eq. (7),
complete with the “erroneous” 4 in its fourth term.
This sort of geometrical manipulation, which derives a great deal of power and versatility
from selectively disregarding slight inequalities, is consistent not only with ´San˙kara’s rea-
soning quoted above, but with the “yuktis” or demonstrations of other power series approxi-
mations to trigonometric functions worked out in the Sanskrit and Ma¯laya¯lam commentaries
of Ma¯dhava’s school [Sarasvati Amma 1979, 157–167, 179–190; Pingree 1981/1982; Gold
& Pingree 1991]. Although this “fuzzy geometry” does not deal with derivatives of arbi-
trary functions or other classical analysis concepts, it reveals a profound understanding of
the particular relations between the Sines and Cosines of arcs, and a judicious dexterity in
handling negligible quantities. And if this reconstruction is correct, it was instrumental in
discovering the “Indian Taylor series approximations” as well.
´SA ˙NKARA’S SIXTH-ORDER APPROXIMATION RULE:
A DIFFERENT APPROACH?
In his commentary on Nı¯lakan
.
t
.
ha’s version of the second-order approximation (just prior
to the comment on the θ -rule quoted above), ´San˙kara makes a remarkable suggestion for
extending the formula in a different way. Nı¯laka
.
n
.
tha’s verses prescribe the application of
a divisor D = 2R/θ to successive combinations of terms (somewhat resembling the way
Parames´vara uses a divisor for the third-order formula), as follows [Pillai 1958, 19–20;
Gupta 1969, 93]:
Sin(θn + θ ) ≈ Sin θn +
(
Cos θn − Sin θnD
)
· 2
D
,
(16)
Cos(θn + θ ) ≈ Cos θn −
(
Sin θn + Cos θnD
)
· 2
D
,
which is easily seen to be identical to the version in Eq. (3). ´San˙kara explains the steps of the
procedure, including the determination of the sign of each correction term [Pillai 1958, 20]:
When the cumulative arc [θn] whose entire Sine is set down is greater than [that arc combined with] the
desired arc-portion [θ ], that [θ ] is a subtractive arc; when it is less, that is an additive arc: this is the
distinction [between] them. Moreover, what is a subtractive arc for one of [the two,] Sine and Cosine, is
an additive arc for the other: so the same arc-portion becomes simultaneously subtractive and additive
according to the type of the entire [Sine or Cosine]. [. . . (Definition of the divisor D.)]
Then, having divided by that divisor the [known] Sine or Cosine, [whichever] one it is desired to find
first, one should apply the quotient [as] a result in minutes etc. to the half-chord other than the one to
be computed—[i.e.,] when the Sine is to be computed, to the Cosine, and when that [Cosine] is to be
computed, to the Sine—negatively or positively according to [whether] the arc is subtractive or additive
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[with respect to] that entire [desired Sine or Cosine]. Now when one has made that [result] so produced
and multiplied by two, and divided the obtained [result] by the same aforesaid divisor, one should again
apply that to the other one, [that is,] to the half-chord to be computed, negatively or positively according
to [whether] the arc is subtractive or additive. The Sine and Cosine made in this way, corrected by each
other’s quotient-result, become accurate.
After elaborating on this explanation (as usual, the terseness of Sanskrit mathematical
verse is made up for by the amplitude of the prose commentary), ´San˙kara adds the following
remark [Pillai 1958, 21]:
Although here, prior to that, the quotient from half the Cosine with that same divisor [can] be applied
to the Sine—and prior to that, the quotient-result from a fourth part of the Sine to the [half-]Cosine,
and prior to that [the result] from an eighth part of the Cosine to the [fractional] Sine and [similarly, the
result] from a sixteenth part of that [Sine] to the [fractional] Cosine—yet because of the smallness of
that, it is to be considered negligible. Hence it is said [in the verse], “Having previously divided one,”
meaning “one” [of the Sine or Cosine] constructed [by being] multiplied by however many fractional
parts of the form one-half, etc.
Apparently, then, the first step of dividing the given Sine or Cosine (here, following
´San˙kara’s example, we will restrict our discussion to the computation of the Sine) by the
divisor D may be preceded by correcting the Sine by half the Cosine divided by D. And
that half-Cosine in its turn may previously be corrected by a quarter of the Sine divided by
D, and so on indefinitely, or at least up to a total of four extra preliminary steps. So the Sine
formula from Eq. (16), extended as ´San˙kara describes, may be written
Sin(θn + θ ) ≈ Sin θn +
(
Cos θn −
(
Sin θn +
(
Cos θn
2
−
(
Sin θn
4
+
(
Cos θn
8
− Sin θn
16
· 1
D
)
1
D
)
1
D
)
1
D
)
1
D
)
2
D
, (17)
or substituting 2R/θ for D and multiplying through,
Sin(θn + θ ) ≈ Sin θn + Cos θn
(
θ
R
)
− Sin θn
2
(
θ
R
)2
− Cos θn
8
(
θ
R
)3
+ Sin θn
32
(
θ
R
)4
+ Cos θn
128
(
θ
R
)5
− Sin θn
512
(
θ
R
)6
. (18)
This expression too (assuming we were to rewrite it in terms of modern functions) exactly
resembles its corresponding Taylor polynomial P6(θn + θ ), except that the sequence of
nonunity denominators increases by multiples of 4 rather than as the successive factorials
(2, 6, 24, 120, 720). Interestingly, if ´Sankara’s procedure had commenced with the fifth term
rather than the fourth in dividing by successive powers of 2, the resulting rule would agree
up to the fourth term with Parames´vara’s third-order rule, which ´San˙kara very likely knew.
However, the approximation as a whole would have been less accurate, since the sequence
of nonunity denominators would be (2, 4, 16, 64, 256).
Neither ´San˙kara nor anybody else, as far as is now known, gives any more information on
this extension of the second-order rule and how it might have been derived. There appears
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to be no simple geometric interpretation of it similar to the ones that may have inspired the
second- and third-order rules. The most plausible explanation is that ´San˙kara (or whoever
invented it), as his phrasing suggests, simply extrapolated more complicated expressions
from the procedural pattern already visible in the formula of Eq. (16). But apparently this
was not done mindlessly or mechanically, since the selection of the sequence of fractional
coefficients and the terms to which they should be applied seems to have involved some
thought and experimentation. (If so, the computational tasks alone must have required
a certain amount of effort and ingenuity, because for a small θ—half a degree, say—
differences among the results from these various forms of the sixth-order series do not
appear until about the second sexagesimal place. Possibly ´San˙kara or his predecessor used
a much larger θ and tested the formulas on Sines whose exact values were already known.)
CONCLUSION
We have seen that the formulas generally and conveniently labeled “Taylor series approx-
imations” in the mathematics of the Kerala school appear to spring not from an investigation
of calculus algorithms such as those studied by Taylor and Maclaurin, but rather from cre-
ative manipulation of the geometry peculiar to sines and cosines. Although the presentation
of these formulas in the Sanskrit texts (unlike that of some other Keralese power series
approximations) does not explain how they were derived or demonstrated, ´San˙kara’s dis-
cussion of a related problem gives a clue to the geometric reasoning that may have been
used. Moreover, ´San˙kara’s description of a clever extension of this procedure up to a sixth-
order approximation makes it clear that the discrepancies between these rules and Taylor
polynomials represent not so much “errors” as an entirely different approach to the problem.
This reconstruction bears on the larger issue of what is sometimes called “Indian in-
finitesimal analysis.” It is not unusual to encounter in discussions of Indian mathematics
such assertions as that “the concept of differentiation was understood [in India] from the
time of Manjula [or Mun˜ja¯la, in the 10th century]” [Joseph 1991, 300], or that “we may
consider Madhava to have been the founder of mathematical analysis” [Joseph 1991, 293],
or that Bha¯skara II may claim to be “the precursor of Newton and Leibniz in the discovery of
the principle of the differential calculus” [Bag 1979, 294]. Such comparisons are an attempt
to do justice to the breadth of the conceptual overlap between the Indian and European ap-
proaches to “calculating results produced by non-uniform continuous changes” [Bag 1979,
286], which in both traditions involved brilliant intuition and great acuity in approxima-
tion by means of small quantities. The points of resemblance, particularly between early
European calculus and the Keralese work on power series, have even inspired suggestions
of a possible transmission of mathematical ideas from the Malabar coast in or after the 15th
century to the Latin scholarly world (e.g., in [Bag 1979, 285]).
It should be borne in mind, however, that such an emphasis on the similarity of Sanskrit
(or Ma¯laya¯lam) and Latin mathematics risks diminishing our ability fully to see and com-
prehend the former. To speak of the Indian “discovery of the principle of the differential
calculus” somewhat obscures the fact that Indian techniques for expressing changes in the
Sine by means of the Cosine or vice versa, as in the examples we have seen, remained within
that specific trigonometric context. The differential “principle” was not generalized to arbi-
trary functions—in fact, the explicit notion of an arbitrary function, not to mention that of its
derivative or an algorithm for taking the derivative, is irrelevant here. It is certainly useful to
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point out, as Gupta did, the resemblances between discoveries in the different traditions, but
it can also draw attention away from the more essential issue of how the Indian mathemati-
cians themselves thought about their discoveries. Parames´vara’s and ´San˙kara’s formulas,
for example, although clearly “incorrect” if considered as Taylor series expansions, hint
at an extremely rich legacy of insight about and experimentation with other approaches to
approximation. That legacy is too important to lose in attempts to connect their work with
the Western theories that, for better and for worse, have become the lens through which we
view the mathematics of the rest of the world.
APPENDIX: TRANSLITERATION OF TRANSLATED PASSAGES
(Passages that have previously been transcribed and translated in [Gupta 1969] and [Gupta
1974] are omitted.)
[Pillai 1958, 21 (Tantrasan˙graha 2, 14 cd–15 ab)]:
jyayor a¯sannayor bhedabhaktas tatko
.
tiyogata
.
h ‖
chedas tenah
.
rta¯ dvighna¯ trijya¯ taddhanurantaram ‖
[Pillai 1958, 21–22]:
atra ca¯pamadhyasya ko
.
tya¯ haran
.
e kartavye yattat pa¯rs´vadvayako
.
tiyogena hara
.
nam uktam
.
, tattasya
dvigu
.
namadhyako
.
titulyatva¯bhipra¯ye
.
na, vastuta
.
h punar dvigu
.
namadhyako
.
tya¯
.
h pa¯rs´vadvayako
.
tiyoga
.
h
kin˜cin nyu¯na eva | ata eva tasya ha¯rakasya¯lpatva¯t, tat phala
.
m kin˜cid adhikam eva tat punar atres
.
t
.
am eva |
yatas tatphala
.
m samastajyaiva sa¯ ca tacca¯pa¯t kin˜cin nyu¯naiva ca¯pam eva hy atres
.
t
.
am | atah
.
phala¯dhikyam
i
.
s
.
tam eva | ha¯rakabhuta¯ya¯
.
h ko
.
tya¯
.
h dvigu
.
natvavas´a¯d eva trijya¯gun
.
aka¯rasya ca dvigun
.
atvam uktam iti |
etat punas samastajya¯tacca¯payo
.
h pra¯yas´a
.
h sa¯mya eva sphu
.
tam iti jyayor a¯sannatvam uktam |
[Pillai 1958, 20]:
vinyastajya¯sambandhinas´ ca¯pasandher is
.
t
.
aca¯pabha¯ga¯d u¯rdhvagatatve sati u¯nadhanus tat | adhogatatve
saty adhikadhanur iti tadvibha¯ga
.
h | athava¯ bhuja¯ko
.
tyor ekasya¯ yad u¯nadhanu
.
h tad eva taditarasya¯ ad-
hikadhanur ity ekasyaiva dhanu
.
hkha
.
n
.
dasya sambandhibheda¯d ekadaivonatvam adhikatva
.
m ca sambha-
vatı¯ti | [... Definition of the divisor D.] tatas tena ha¯rake
.
na bhuja¯jya¯
.
m ko
.
tijya¯
.
m vaika¯
.
m kartum i
.
s
.
ta¯
.
m
prathamato vibhajya labdha
.
m kala¯dika
.
m phalam anyasya¯
.
m bhuja¯ya¯
.
h sa¯dhyatve ko
.
tijya¯ya¯
.
m tasya¯
.
h
sa¯dhyatve bhuja¯jya¯ya¯
.
m ca sa¯dhyetarajya¯ya¯
.
m tatsambandhino dhanu
.
sa u¯na¯dhikatvavas´a¯d
.
r
.
n
.
am
.
dhana
.
m
va¯ kurya¯t | athaivam
.
k
.
rta¯m
.
ta¯m
.
dvigun
.
ita¯m
.
k
.
rtva¯ pu¯rvoktenaiva ha¯rake
.
na vibhajya labdha
.
m yat phala
.
m
tat punar anyasya¯
.
m sa¯dhyajya¯ya¯m eva ta
.
m dhanu
.
sa u¯na¯dhikavas´a¯d
.
r
.
na
.
m dhana
.
m va¯ kurya¯t | eva
.
m k
.
rta¯
bhuja¯jya¯ ko
.
tijya¯ ca parasparalabdhaphalasa
.
msk
.
rte sphu
.
te bhavata
.
h |
[Pillai 1958, 21]:
yady apy atra tata
.
h pu¯rva
.
m ko
.
tijya¯rdhata
.
h tenaiva ha¯ren
.
a labdha
.
m dorjya¯ya¯
.
m [edition has dorjya¯ya¯
.
h]
tata
.
h pu¯rva
.
m dorjya¯catura
.
ms´a¯t ko
.
tijya¯ya¯m tata
.
h pu¯rva
.
m ko
.
tijya¯
.
s
.
ta
.
ma¯m
.
s´ato dorjya¯ya¯
.
m tat
.
so
.
das´a¯
.
ms´ata
.
h
ko
.
tijya¯ya¯
.
m ca labdhaphala
.
m kartavyameva | tatha¯pi tasya¯lpatva¯d evopeks
.
itam iti mantavyam | ata
evoktam
.
“cchitvaika¯m
.
pra¯g iti” eka¯m api k
.
rta¯m ardha¯diru¯pair a
.
ms´ai
.
h kais´cid apyapahata¯m ity artha
.
h |
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